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The science of photometry is the study of light, corrected 

for the response of the human eye, an instrument that 

is not necessarily a reliable or repeatable spectrometer. 

For instance, the colour space and photopic response that form 

the basis for photometry as a science are based on experiments 

carried out in the 1920s on a sample base of just 15 people. 

I once took part in an experiment where I was asked to view 

an orange colour sample and match it to an identical shade 

picked from a colour wheel. I then went into the next room and 

saw my selection displayed alongside the selections from the 

previous participants in the study. I was surprised to fi nd that 

the only shade that seemed to be an exact match was mine. All 

the other guesses seemed to be slightly wrong, too vivid a shade 

or too pale. This is because there is so much variation in the 

human eye – vision can change with age and ethnicity, and 

even cultural background can play a signifi cant role in how our 

vision works.

The practical obstacles to creating a photometry system 

that works for the vision of all people, across all age groups 

and ethnicities means we have settled for the Commission 
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Internationale de l’Eclairage’s standard CIE 1931 system 

(remember those 15 people in the 1920s?) as an acceptable 

“best fi t”. It’s one that works as a compromise between the 

variations of human vision and the need for a standard 

measurement framework with which lighting scientists can work. 

The framework is based on a simplifi ed model of the eye 

that assumes we have two receptors in the retina: cones, which 

detect colour, and rods, which detect light and dark. There is 

some overlap between the two but, broadly speaking, cones are 

for daylight vision and rods deal with dark-adapted vision. This 
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Colour technology The visible light spectrum of the Nemesis unit on a 4,000K setting

model has been broadly accepted for decades but the discovery 

in the 1990s of the intrinsically photosensitive retinal ganglion 

cells (ipRGCs) brought a whole new aspect into the science of 

photometry. 

The ipRGCs are light-sensitive retinal cells that control 

the circadian rhythms of the human body. This is done 

by synchronising them to the solar cycle by producing a 

photopigment called melanopsin, which is sensitive to blue light. 

The practical upshot of this is that blue light will make people 

feel lively and awake, while red or reddish light will tend to make 

them feel sleepy. For those of us working in lighting, this gives us 

an extra instrument in our photometric toolbox to play with. 

We can now design lighting schemes with different shades of 

white, depending on how we want the user of the installation to 

feel. Bluish lighting would be ideal for restaurants for instance, 

keeping customers lively and social. Some have argued that 

it’s irresponsible for lighting designers to mess with people’s 

circadian rhythms. I would argue that we’ve been doing that 

since the invention of artifi cial light – the difference here is 

that now we know what we’re doing and we can fi ne-tune this 

response for different installations.  

Of course, it’s all very well being able to tune the colour of a 

lighting scheme to get the desired response but what you want 

from a light can change during the course of a day. Lighting 

with a high correlated colour temperature (CCT) may be ideal 

during the day if you’re running a care home and you want 

the residents to be lively and engaged with activities, but what 

about at night, when you want them to go to sleep? In other 

words, how can we get artifi cial light to accurately mimic the 

solar cycle?

This is where this month’s product, the Photonstar LED 

Nemesis SLLE VCCT 2000 unit, comes in. 

Colour control
This retail lighting unit incorporates PhotonStar’s ChromaWhite 

advanced colour-mix technology that allows the CCT to 

be tuned between 2,700K and 6,500K. The product uses 

PhotonStar’s ColourLoc and CRILoc technology to provide 

active colour control throughout the run time of the product. 

This active direct measurement of the light output is achieved 

through the use of a colour sensor embedded in the module; 

control is achieved by using the colour and brightness data and 

tweaking the input current to the light engine to ensure that the 

colour rendering index (CRI) and lumen level remains constant. 

As you would expect, the Nemesis SLLE VCCT 2000 performs 

well in the laboratory on all the important metrics (see Table 

1). In addition, Photonstar’s excellent thermal-management 

technology keeps the LED junction temperature low, ensuring 

the effi cacy stays at a healthy 57 lm/W.

The CRI is high, and this value will stay well above 90Ra at all 

the colour temperatures to which it is tuned. This is important, 

because you often fi nd the colour rendering can drop off as 

products try to mimic the warmer colour temperatures. As the 

ChromaWhite light engine aims to mimic the behaviour of the 

sun, the CCT needs to follow the Planckian locus (which it does 

easily), to within a three-step MacAdam ellipse.

Red alert
This unit is also exceptional in its high R9 value of 91 per cent. 

R9 is the colour index that represents strongly saturated reds and 

I don’t often see such a high value in LED luminaires. High R9 

values are especially valued in the food industry so this would 

make the Nemesis well-suited for retail-lighting applications. 

R10, R11 and R12, the other strongly saturated colours in the 

colour rendering matrix, also hold up well, staying comfortably 

above 90 per cent. 

One of the interesting things about PhotonStar’s approach to 

colour management is its insistence that the Gamut Area Index 

(GAI) stays above the ASSIST recommended value of 80 per 

cent. GAI is a new metric for colour that has been designed to 

extend the colour assessment provided by the old CRI metric 

and create a measurement based on colour discrimination 

and colour vividness. I’ve been aware of GAI for a while but 

this was the fi rst time I’d seen it discussed outside of the usual 

community of photometrists; I was encouraged to see someone 

in industry taking the lead and using it as a standard metric. 

All of this means the Nemesis SLLE VCCT 2000 is an exciting 

example of what happens when someone in industry takes the 

latest discoveries in photometry and uses them to take luminaire 

design in a new direction. ■

TABLE 1. TEST RESULTS ON PHOTONSTAR LED NEMESIS 
SLLE UNIT

Total luminous module (fl ux/lm) 2527
Input power (W) 44.1
Power factor  0.982
Beam angle (degrees) 70
Colour rendering index (Ra) >90
Correlated colour temperature (K) 2,700–6,500


